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STATEMENT BY THE ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY

I am pleased to present the Buffalo City Municipality Development Agency’s (BCMDA) Strategic Plan for the 

period of 2021-2026.  This document sets out the plans and ambitions of the Agency for the next five years. 

The document is a collective process of engagement that is initiated at management level and eventually 

concluded at board level.  Management conducted a strategic workshop at the end of the second quarter 

(December 2020), this process was followed by a three-day strategic planning session by the Board and 

selected partners and stakeholders including our sole shareholder the Honourable Executive Mayor Pakati. 

The 2021-2026 Strategic Plan is presented four years in the course of the implementation of the City’s bold 

development plan - the Metro Growth Strategy (MGDS) 2030. This is fortuitous and has allowed for the strategy 

development process to have sufficient opportunity to reflect meaningfully on how effectively has the BCMDA 

been able to ensure alignment to the vision and mission of the MGDS over the four years). The passage of time   

has allowed for the process see how well aligned is the BCMDA to policies and strategy positions espoused by 

the MGDS which include among others: 

 Strategic pillar 1: An inclusive and sustainable economic growth 

 Strategic pillar 2: A globally connected city 

 Strategic pillar 3: A clean and environmentally sustainable city 

 Strategic pillar 4: A spatially transformed city. 

 Strategic pillar 5: A well governed city 

I am confident that our path as an agency in the past four years has been aligned to the MGDS and that our 

Strategic Plan for 2021-2026 further consolidates this posture and offers more innovation. 

This strategic document is produced at a significant moment in the development trajectory of the Agency, a 

period of transition.  Transition from the establishment phase of the organisation, the first five years to the 

project implementation phase, the next five years.  We are in the middle of two critical phases, the past and 

the future.  The future and maturity phase will see growth in project size and complexity and will require the 

agency to be steadfast in how it deals with the associated inherent risk, the 2021-26 strategy makes for the 

board to effectively oversee this and other related matters.   

The transitional phase has also seen the departure of the first board (Board I) of the Agency to the second 

board (Board II).  I am fortunate to be part of this transition and participating in the second phase of the 

Agency’s maturity.  Board 1 set in the inception framework and support systems to ensure that the governance 

systems of the organisation are in place. This strategy provides for the further consolidation and strengthening 

of our accounting and governed and oversight systems.   Board II will be seized with the challenge of ensuring 

that the implementation capacity of the agency is developed further and accordingly oriented.  I am confident 

that the 2021-26 Strategic Plan has set in motion the necessary steps that the organisation needs to take to 

make this transition.   
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The 2021-26 strategic plan also coincides with the end of term of the current administration. We appreciate 

the support and leadership that we have received from the City. We are confident that this relationship will 

continue and grow strength by strength.  

_________________________________________ 

Tembinkosi Bonakele

Chairperson of the Board

DikelediR
Stamp
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STATEMENT FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

I am honoured to present the 2021-26 Strategic Plan of the BCMDA on behalf of   management.  The strategic 

planning process commenced in earnest in November 2020 with preparations for Management’s   Strategic 

Planning Workshop. A fundamental point of departure in the development of the Strategic Plan has been the 

upgrading of the reporting methodology to that of an outcomes-based approach. This is aligned to 

government’s new planning and reporting framework.  Management is of the view that transition to this 

approach has provided for a richer and “smarter “approach to strategy planning and development. We are in 

a process of strategic transition in a number of ways.  

We are four years into the establishment of the Agency as profit making organization, we are also four years 

in implementing the first five-year strategy of the organization (5-year strategic plan 1). We are therefore in 

the process of entering the next five-year plan of the Agency (5-year strategic plan 2).

Practically we are presently at a juncture of concluding the establishment phase of the organization and are in 

transition in into the project execution phase. This means that the implementation environment and required 

strategy and tactics will require a rethink of the organizations businesses processes, resourcing, and service 

delivery model. 

The present requires us to consolidate what has made us successful in past but also predict what is likely to 

make us successful for the future.  The present also tells us that as we move deeper into the implementation 

phase, we shall be taking on more risks as our programs, projects and transactions become more sophisticated. 

Developing such skills and retaining them will mark our competitive edge. 

The advent of COVID 19 has shown how risky and unpredictable the implementation environment can easily 

be. Our organisation has been able to respond to the challenges that the pandemic has brought, we are 

carefully making the jump to the “new normal “.  In acknowledging the state of play internally and externally, 

transition, opportunities and threats, Management agreed that the theme of the Workshop shall be “De-Risking 

BCMDA Business”.  

On the 14-15 December management gathered virtually and seated side by side at the Blue Lagoon Hotel for 

its strategic planning workshop.  We are grateful to the City Manager for the guidance and support provided 

during our engagement. We take note of his input and are confident to note that our strategy planning process 

for 2020 -26 has benefited from his input. Our posture in the past four years (strategy 1) has shown good 

alignment to the objectives of the MGDS, these include amongst others:   

 To build and maintain strategic infrastructure.

 To promote inclusive and sustainable economic growth.

 To promote a clean and environmentally sustainable city. 

 To enhance the quality of life of BCMM citizens.

From a programmatic point of view, we have also been well aligned to the MGD which has set out some of the 

following key projects:

 Inner city regeneration. 

 Revitalization of the West Bank. 

 Upgrade of the East London port.

 Developing a smart city aimed at making broadband and internet accessible to citizens. 
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The 2021-26 Strategy builds on the success of the first five-year plan, we look forward in taking this deeper as 

we close off the last five plan and embark on the next five years. I am confident that the Management Workshop 

genuinely attempted to meet its objectives. 

The strategy proposals made by management at the December workshop were presented to the Board during 

its three-day Strategy Workshop in February.  The engagement with the board confirmed that our strategic 

posture in the past four years and the building blocks we have invested in our programme development 

process is relevant and addresses the pressing priorities of the day.

I am encouraged and proud to highlight the outcomes that will guide us as we start the transition into the next 

5 years, respectively they are:

 Outcome 1: A dynamic tourism attractions.

 Outcome 2: Attractive home for global investment. 

 Outcome 3: A robust property market 

 Outcome 4: Deliver socio -economic development programmes. 

 Outcome 5: Well-governed and viable agency. 

Our service delivery model has been recrafted and placed even heavier emphasis on revenue generation to 

ensure organizational sustainability. The Implementation of the Sustainability Strategy will play a significant 

part in this.   

The Strategy also places emphasis on developing greater research capacity in our tourism work, property 

development as well as investment promotion work. This capacity will allow for better decision making for 

Management and the Board but also provide stakeholders with more insight into opportunities for jobs and 

career development as well opportunities for SMME development. This work will also create a conducive 

knowledge environment for investing into the city.

As we gear up into the next phase of the agency’s development, we have taken cognizance that property 

management capacity must be built in the organization, this will help us maintain and protect our investments 

but also play a critical part in revenue generation. This capacity is novel to our strategic posture.

The Honourable Mayor and City Manager have indicated that there are still a number of areas of growth for 

the Agency. We have taken this challenge and Strategy 2021-26 proposes the further development of the 

BCMDA investment pipeline. Our position is clear on this and hence we look forward in taking up opportunities 

for investment promotion in the conventional tourism space and mixed property use. As a novel intervention 

we are proposing the release of industrial land space and well as sports land parcels. This once again means 

our facilities management skills will have to be sharp. 

Strategy 2021-26 also lays spatial transformation and intervention of previous excluded spaces and peoples. 

For this reason, our work on tourism route development will look at creating easy access opportunities for 

SMMEs development as well as jobs. Our rural socio -economic development programs including rural 

development will also target this agenda. 

I am confident that our strategy planning process as management under the oversight responds to “bullet-

proofing “the agency against foreseen challenges in the upcoming future, indeed we have earnestly create the 

necessary outlook and framework to try and” De-risking BCMDA Business” .   
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_________________________________________ 

Mr. Bulumko Nelana

Chief Executive Officer
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Official Sign-Off

It is hereby certified that this Strategic Plan:

 Was developed by the Management of the Buffalo City Metropolitan Development Agency (BCMDA) 

under the guidance of the Board.

 Considers all the relevant policies, legislation, and other mandates for which the BCMDA is 

responsible.

 Accurately reflects the strategic outcome-oriented outcomes and outputs which the BCMDA will 

endeavour to achieve over the Financial period 2021 - 2026.

Chief Financial Officer Signature_____________________

Chief Executive Officer (Mr. Bulumko Nelana) Signature_____________________

Executive Corporate Services Signature_____________________

Approved by:

Tembinkosi Bonakele  

Chairperson of the Board

Signature: ___________________________

DikelediR
Stamp
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LIST OF TERMS

BCMDA Buffalo City Metropolitan Development Agency

BCMM Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality

MGDS Metro Growth and Development Strategy

BIDS Business Improvement District Strategy 

BMP Branding and Marketing Programme

CEO Chief Executive Officer

CFO Chief Financial Officer

CSBB Clean, Secure and Blue Beachfront

CSI Corporate Social Investment

DCPS Demand Creation Plan Strategy

DEA Department of Environmental Affairs

DTI Department of Trade and Industry

EC Eastern Cape

ECDC Eastern Cape Development Corporation

ECPA Eastern Cape Provincial Administration

ELIDZ East London Industrial Development Zone

FY Financial Year 

G2M Go-To-Market

GDS Growth and Development Strategy

IBP Integrated Beachfront Programme

ICDP Industrial Cluster Development Programme

ICT Information and Communications Technologies 

IDP Integrated Development Plan

IDC Industrial Development Corporation

IDZ Industrial Development Zone

ISP Internet Service Provider

IT Information Technology

LSDP Labour Skills Development Programme

mSCOA Municipal Standard Chart of Accounts

MFMA Municipal Finance Management Act

MGDS Metro Growth and Development Strategy

MISA Municipal Infrastructure Support Agent

MMC Members of the Mayoral Committee

MP Marketing Programme

MTSF Medium Term Strategic Framework

NPO Non-Profit Organisation

PAG Public Art Programme 

PGPP Provincial Government Precinct Programme

PMDS Performance Management and Development System

SAPOA South African Property Owners Association
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SETA Skills Education Training Authorities

SPDP Sports Precincts Development Programme

SMME Small Medium and Micro Enterprise

SWOT Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat

TIM Tourism infrastructure Masterplan

UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development Organization

ECDC Eastern Cape Development Corporation
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PART A: OUR MANDATE

1. RELEVANT LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY MANDATES

Legislation sets the foundation within which public entities function. Each public entity has a defined legislative 

mandate within which it draws its functions and purpose for existence. Over and above the specific legislations 

informing the establishment of each public entity, the constitution remains the foundational mandate, with 

which each entity must align. This section outlines the relevance of the constitution to the BCMDA, its legislative 

mandate, and other application legislation within the BCMDA scope. 

1.1 Constitutional Mandate
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa is the supreme law governing the country of South Africa. It 

provides the legal foundation for the existence of the Republic, sets out the rights and duties of its citizens and 

defines the structure of the government. The constitution defines the structure of governance in the republic 

into three key spheres, namely: (1) national, (2) provincial, and (3) local, where municipal councils are placed in 

charge of the local spheres. The relevant sections of the Constitution that have a direct bearing on the 

governance of the BCMDA, with its developmental scope, are the following:

 Chapter 2 outlines the Bill of Rights which enumerates the civil, political, economic, social, and cultural 

human rights of the people of South Africa,

 Chapter 4 defines the structure of Parliament and lays down the process for enacting bills into law, 

amongst others,

 Chapter 10 on Public Administration, which lists values and principles for the administration of the civil 

service,

 Chapter 13 deals with Public Finance which requires effective and transparent budgeting at all levels 

of government; it gives the National Treasury the power to oversee budgetary processes and places 

some restrictions on government procurement and borrowing, and

 Chapter 14 outlines general provisions dealing with transitional and incidental provisions such as 

requiring that obligations imposed by the Constitution be carried out without delay; providing that 

some executive powers may be delegated by one organ of state to another; and as the Constitution is 

published in all eleven official languages, providing that the English text is authoritative in the event 

of a conflict.

The BCMDA is a component of local governance under the BCMM, and hence mandated to promote social 

and economic development. In schedule 4 Part B local government’s list of functions include but are not limited 

to: local tourism, municipal planning, and municipal public transport.

1.2 Legislative Mandate
The BCMDA is a municipal entity wholly owned by the Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality, established as a 

profit company in 2016, in terms of the Companies Act, 1973 as amended. This allows the Agency to transact, 

generate funds and have a borrowing capacity to carry its mandate to increase economic growth through 

tourism, economic and social development as well as property management and commercialisation.

The BCMDA is established as a juristic person operating as a municipal entity, which has been classified in 

terms of the Municipal Finance Management Act. As an entity of BCMM, the BCMDA thus extends the BCMM’s 

capability with respect to the identification, planning and implementation of development projects for the 

benefit of the entire municipal area. 
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According to Chapter 8A S86B (1)(a) of the Municipal Systems Act 44 of 2003 (MSA), a provision is a made of 

a private company as a municipal entity. The amended act provides: the municipality may establish a private 

company for purposes of performing a function or power in accordance with business practices in order to 

achieve the strategic objectives of the municipality more effectively and to the benefit of the community. 

In 2011, the Buffalo City Municipality attained a metropolitan status, which subsequently led to a revision of 

its organisational structure to align to the metro requirements. This resulted in the incorporation of BCMDA, 

with a new mandate. 

The primary mandate of the Buffalo City Metropolitan Development Agency is to: 

 Attract investors into Buffalo City,

 Increase economic growth through tourism, economic and social development and

 Property management and commercialisation.

The mandate was approved by the council on 11 December 2015 and is summarised below:

a. Property Development – regeneration of the city through the effective acquisition and management 

of land and buildings,

b. Tourism Development – act as a tourism agency and promote tourism within Buffalo City,

c. Investment Promotion – promotion and facilitation of investment in the City, and

d. Socio–economic Development – the facilitation of programmes and projects geared towards socio-

economic development within the City.

1.2.1  Other relevant legislation

The sources of the BMCDA mandate and its functions can be found in the following policy documents and 

legislation: 

 Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) (2003) – to ensure sound and sustainable management 

of the financial affairs of municipalities and other institutions in the local sphere of government,

 The Constitution of South Africa, 1996 (Act No. 108 of 1996) – sets the legislative authority of Municipal 

Councils over the local sphere of governance within the republic. Municipalities are thus an extended 

wing of national governance with service delivery duties over local citizens,

 Local Government Municipal Systems Act, 32 of 2000 – to provide for the core principles, mechanisms 

and processes that are necessary to enable municipalities to move progressively towards the social 

and economic upliftment of local communities,

 Local Government Municipal Systems Amendment Act, 44 of 2003 - to make a consequential 

amendment to the Local Government: Municipal Structures Act, 1998, by deleting the provision dealing 

with the appointment of municipal managers; and to provide for matters connected therewith,  

 Companies Act, 71 of 2008 - to provide for the incorporation, registration, organisation and 

management of companies, the capitalisation of profit companies,

 The National Development Plan, Vision for 2030, National Planning Commission, November 2011,

 Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality 2030 Metro Growth and Development Strategy, November 

2015,

 Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality Integrated Development Plan 2016/17-2020/21,

 The South African Statements of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP),

 King Code of Governance for South Africa,

 National Treasury Guidelines and Regulations,

 Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993, and
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 Employment Equity Act

In approving the mandate of the BCMDA on 11 December 2015, the Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality 

council also resolved that the agency shall be empowered to take any such actions within its scope of authority 

to further its mandate, including, but not limited to:

 To conduct regular communications with all stakeholders,

 To launch, manage and/or monitor any study that may be necessary to further the objectives of the 

Agency,

 To negotiate, enter into and administer contracts in furtherance of its objectives,

 To collect income, raise, receive, and hold funds, or receive guarantees, from any lawful source, for the 

purposes of the BCMDA and to manage administer and disburse those funds in pursuance of the 

objects of the BCMDA and for administrative purposes in accordance with the terms and conditions 

determined by the BCMDA, and

 To conduct and operate any financial assistance, subsidy, or incentive Programme necessary to ensure 

the most advantageous development projects for the Municipality.
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2. INSTITUTIONAL POLICIES AND STRATEGIES

Institutional policies are normally framed within national or regional policies and an institutional mandate or 

mission. These usually guide plans of actions to ensure consolidated efforts at a national, provincial, or 

municipal level, by different public entities. Within the South African context, the National Development Plan 

(NDP) forms an integrated growth policy which impacts on all public entities. The strategies of all public entities 

thus must broadly align with the ambitions of the NDP, to ensure that growth is realized in the set priority 

areas. The national growth policy is another policy that impacts on all entities, driving for consolidated efforts 

towards growth within the republic. In developing its strategy, the BCMDA also must align with the BCMM 

strategic intent, as the main shareholder. 

2.1 National Development Plan
The NDP 2030, which is aimed at growing an inclusive economy, building capabilities, enhancing the capacity 

of the state, and promoting leadership and partnerships throughout society, has also shaped the policy 

imperatives which have been considered.

By 2030, the South African Government seeks to:

 Eliminate income poverty – Reduce the proportion of households with a monthly income below R419 

per person (in 2009 prices) from 39% to zero, and

 Reduce inequality – The Gini coefficient1 should fall from 0.69 to 0.6.

To achieve these ambitions, organs of state must align their strategies to ensure that they work towards the 

ambitions of the NDP. The relevant chapters for municipal entities are outlined below:

 Chapter 3: Economy and Employment – this chapter speaks to the key elements that must drive the 

creation of employment within the South African economy, through achieving and sustaining growth 

acceleration, raising investments, and stimulating domestically oriented activity amongst others. The 

BCMDA has a key role to play around this as it speaks directly to its mandate around stimulating 

economic development and attracting investments. Employment can be a direct result of successfully 

bid projects that are implemented within the Metro. 

 Chapter 4: Economic Infrastructure – This chapter speaks to building the right infrastructure to 

sustain economic development. This is at the heart of service delivery responsibilities within 

municipalities, and a key area in which the BCMDA can play a key role. 

 Chapter 5: Transition to a low Carbon Infrastructure – the global call towards reducing carbon 

emissions is influencing the focus of many economies. The South African economy is no different. As 

a result, the BCMDA can play a key role at a local government level in supporting the BCMM through 

the implementation of the Smart City Strategy. 

1 The Gini coefficient, sometimes called the Gini index or Gini ratio, is a measure of statistical dispersion 

intended to represent the income inequality or wealth inequality within a nation or any other group of people. 

The coefficient is based on the comparison of cumulative proportions of the population against cumulative 

proportions of income they receive, and it ranges between 0 in the case of perfect equality and 1 in the case 

of perfect inequality. 
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 Chapter 6: Inclusive Rural Economy – the BCM Metro includes both rural and urban spaces. With its 

developmental imperative, the BCMDA is suitably positioned to contribute towards the inclusion and 

support of the rural economic community. 

 Chapter 7: Positioning South Africa in the World – East London as a city and through its IDZ is in 

many ways a gateway for South African. The city has unique value propositions that is can make 

towards asserting South Africa’s position globally. The City thrusts upon hosting one of the biggest 

global brands, Mercedes Benz. The BCMDA will play a central role towards developing and 

communicating the Metro’s value proposition, and hence improving the national image globally. 

 Chapter 9: Human Settlements – human settlements is a key responsibility for both national and 

local governments. The vision for 2030 is to transform spatial arrangements and governance. 

 Chapter 13: Building a Capable State – as an extended wing of governance, the BCMM is locally 

responsible for building a capable and functioning local governance within the BCMM. This is inclusive 

of ensuring that its agencies are functioning properly, which would integrate towards building a 

capable state. A capable State can only be realized if its departments, sectors, and levels of government 

are capable and functioning. 

2.2 National Growth Plan
The National Growth Plan (NGP) emphasises the importance of skills development and, as indicated above, 

looks to the National Skills Development Plan for guidance. This challenge translates into a question: What 

skills are required for the implementation of its five main job drivers:

1. Substantial public investment in infrastructure both to create employment directly, in construction, 

operation and maintenance as well as the production of inputs, and indirectly by improving efficiency 

across the economy;

2. Targeting more labour-absorbing activities across the main economic sectors – the agricultural and 

mining value chains, manufacturing and tourism and high-level services;

3. Taking advantage of new opportunities in the knowledge and green economies;

4. Leveraging social capital in the social economy and the public services; and

5. Fostering rural development and regional integration.

The BCMDA is locally responsible towards ensuring that it creates opportunities for skills development and 

employment for its citizens. 

2.3 Medium-Term Strategic Framework (MTSF)
This Medium-Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) is Government’s strategic plan for a set electoral term, which 

public entities must align to. It reflects the commitments made in the election manifesto of the governing 

party, including the commitment to implement the NDP. The MTSF sets out the actions Government will take 

and targets to be achieved. It also provides a framework for the other plans of national, provincial, and local 

government.

2.4 BCMM Strategic Pillars
The Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality strives to realise the following 5 strategic outcomes by the year 

2030, which the BCMDA has a big role to play towards their achievement:

 An inclusive and sustainable economic growth – with rapid and inclusive growth, and falling 

unemployment, 

 A clean and environmentally sustainable city – environmentally sustainable with optimal benefits 

from our natural assets. A clean and health city of subtropical gardens, 
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 A globally connected city – high quality (and competitively priced) connections to ICT, electricity, and 

transport networks (inside the city and to the outside world), 

 A spatially transformed city – the spatial divisions and fragmentation of the apartheid past are 

progressively overcome, and township economies have become more productive, and

 A well governed city – a smart and responsive municipality (working with other levels of government) 

that plans and efficiently delivers high quality services and cost-effective infrastructure, without 

maladministration and political disruptions. 

The Metro Growth and Development Strategy (MGDS) is set as the City’s foundation for the future, aimed at 

mobilising partners and stakeholders to work together towards shared programme goals, encouraging 

business and stakeholders to commit to a common vision. 

BCMDA has a critical role to play in ensuring the City realises its strategic aspirations by performing both a 

facilitation function as well as a delivery function.
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3. RELEVANT COURT PROCEEDINGS

No relevant court proceedings.
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PART B: OUR STRATEGIC FOCUS

The BCMDA strategic focus must further be informed by external and internal dynamics. These outline some 

of the key issues that the agency needs to address through the strategic term, while pointing out key 

opportunities it can leverage on. The situational analysis thus provides a scan of the external (outside-in view) 

and internal (inside-out view) of the agency, to highlight some of the key issues and areas of opportunity as 

the agency heads into its new strategic term. 

4. SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS

4.1 External Environment Analysis
The BCMDA strategy is being developed at a time where the global economy is still under significant 

constraints due to the Covid-19 outbreak. The Covid-19 pandemic has forced global economies to take drastic 

measures to prevent its spread and in essence protect lives. The pandemic has been by far the distinct mark of 

2020, with its impacts projected to be long lasting. Besides the Covid-19 pandemic, several other macro-

economic trends have been influencing global and local economies. These are outlined further below:

4.1.1 Global Macro-economic Trends

Coming into 2020 there were 3 broad macro-themes driving global developments:

1. Sustainability and the Environment – There is a global shift towards greater environmental 

awareness – precipitated by climate change – but extending more broadly towards sustainability and 

protection of global eco-systems. This is influencing various sectors and systems, with construction 

and development further being one of the key priority sectors, where key technologies like the 

prevalence of smart buildings are increasing worldwide. The smart building market is expected to 

register a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of over 23% over the 2020 – 2025 period. Growing 

energy concerns, increasing government initiatives on smart infrastructure projects are driving the 

market's growth positively, pushing development agencies towards incorporating smart concepts and 

supporting Smart City initiatives. 

2. Consumption and the Economy - Population growth, economic development and industrialization 

all require resources, and are the drivers of development.  The certainty around this is that the world 

will need more food, more energy, and more goods to meet the growing demand of the world’s 

increasing population. People will continue to need more shelter as the population grows. The 

continued requirement of basic resources requires development agencies to ensure that their planning 

aims to meet such demands. 

3. Digital, Innovation and Convergence - Rapid advances in technology, driven largely through digital 

adoption and innovation – with both regulatory and market shifts – has upended industries and 

sectors. 

4.1.2 The South African Context

The South African economy has not been immune from global shifts. The real South African economic output 

during the Covid-19 pandemic has returned to 2009 levels (post the 2008 financial crisis). The South African 

economy is experiencing the convergence of several headwinds which will constrain growth over the short to 

medium term. Some of the headwinds are discussed below:

1. Economic Decline - Real GDP contracted by 51% in the 2nd quarter for 2020 (down from -1.8% in the 

previous quarter), while expenditure on GDP also shrank by 52.3% (down from -2.1% in the previous 
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quarter). Nine out of ten industries recorded a contraction in Q2 of 2020, with Agriculture recording 

the only growth of 15.1%. The construction industry was the most affected, with an overall contraction 

of -76.6%. This will see a decline in grants allocated to public entities in the near future, thus requiring 

a culture of commercialization and profitability for public entities to be financially sustainable. 

2. Unemployment - Official unemployment increased by 7,5 % to 30.8% in the 3rd quarter 2020 

(expanded definition is 43.1%). This increases pressure on the fiscus, as it has increased the number of 

those dependent on government grants for basic living. Public entities thus need to concern 

themselves with employment creation, especially for low-skilled individuals. 

3. Income Inequality – The South African Gini Co-efficient is at 0.63, which is currently highest in the 

world). The income inequality problem has been a present reality within South Africa for years. This 

places increased pressure on the fiscus, as it also limits tax contributions due to the high number of 

poverty-stricken south Africans. 

4. Debt / GDP - Debt to GDP has been accelerated by Covid-19 government support programmes and 

may reach 81.8 % in FY2020/21. This will limit the government’s allocation of funds, hence declining 

funding for public entities like the BCMDA. 

The Covid-19 pandemic has placed further constraint on the government fiscus. The South African Fiscal 

environment remains under significant constraints, with a forecast 15.7% deficit in the GDP consolidated 

budget for the 2020/2021 FY. This forecast accounted for declining revenues, higher spending due to the 

Covid-19 pandemic, and high debt-servicing costs. 

Figure 1: RSA fiscal balance as a % of GDP

The fiscal constraint has a direct effect on the function of municipalities and their agencies. Municipal funding 

is largely sourced from national government funds, which will be under significant constraints in the short to 

medium term, which may lead to decline in income for most municipalities. Municipal agencies mandated with 

generating revenue will have an elevated responsibility within respective municipalities, as they look to diversify 

their sources of income, currently largely dependent on government grants as per the figure below. 
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Figure 2: Municipal income [% split]

The effects of the Covid-19 pandemic have been felt at a household and personal level. With the losses of jobs 

for many, salary cuts for some and an overall uncertain future for the masses. Consumer trends within 

households have taken a different turn. Household Final Consumption Expenditure (HFCE) contracted to -

49,8% in February. Some of the sectors most affected by the imposed lockdown and social distancing measures 

included: transport, clothing, alcohol/tobacco, recreation, and restaurants. 

4.1.3 The Local Economy

The local economy faces several constraints that need to be dealt with. There are various socio-economic issues 

which the BCMDA must address within its jurisdiction, as part of its mandate. The first area of concern is the 

huge amount of reliance placed on state grants, both at a personal and at an institutional level. This, as 

highlighted previously, places strenuous constraints on the fiscus. The needs to be ways of capacitating entities 

and individuals to financially sustain themselves. The stagnation of economic growth has been a concern 

country wide. This can be countered through seeking alternative mechanisms of enhancing productivity, 

targeting interventions in the primary sector. The agency can contribute towards this through encouraging 

agro-processing related projects and enhancing investments into such projects. At the center of the projects 

the agency facilitates, job creation needs to be a key intended outcome, to assist individuals to be financially 

self-sustainable. The agency can further assist towards creating an economically inclusive metro, promoting 

access to means of production. 
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Figure 3: The local economy context

In developing the local economy, infrastructure investments and development will become key for the agency. 

Infrastructure is a key enabler for the tourism industry and will play a big role in promoting access to tourism 

sites, especially within the rural and township space. A good number of opportunities within tourism, and other 

sectors exist within the hinterland, waiting to be explored through the development of necessary infrastructure. 

Infrastructural interventions can also be targeted at improving logistics as part of enabling the environment 

for economic growth. The private sector can play a key role towards infrastructure development, where 

infrastructural developments can be targeted towards three (3) categories, as per the figure below:

Figure 4: Key infrastructural interventions

4.1.4 The South African Real Estate Environment

 Residential Property 

Prior to the pandemic outbreak, the South African housing market was gaining momentum after a 

dreary performance following the 2008 – 2009 recession.  The graph below shows the annual number 

of Sales by Property24 registered in the deed’s office between 2011 and 2020, as well as the average 

selling price and asking price of all listings for the same period. There has been an overall increase in 
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price, while the overall number of sales has declined in recent years, indicating a decline in affordability 

for property.  Even though house prices have been increasing in recent years, the rate of increase has 

been on a decline, approaching sub-zero at the start of 2020. 

Figure 5: Residential property sales trends

When it comes to the actual residential construction activity, the number of dwelling plans approved 

were declining towards stagnation between 2015 and 2019. This may mean the stagnant growth in 

people submitting plans to build, due to lack of funds, or people have been compromising on the 

quality of dwellings to lower the cost. For either case, this does speak to the lack of growth in 

affordibility for housing. Dwellings completed also remained stagnant over the past few years, and this 

may be followed by a decline in the coming years. Over the same peroid, fewer houses were being 

built but for higher occupations, showing a national trend where people build houses based on 

affordibility. This shows that fewer perople were building, while most may have been resorting to 

renovating their houses, while some were extending their mortgages to improve their homes. The net 

household savings in the country have been very weak (was negative for 2018 and 2019, -0.2% in 

2020). This shows that South Africa in general is not a saving country, and people do not have the 

ability and means to invest, resorting to renting. We are not a saving country, hence we can’t invest. 
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Figure 6: Residential Construction Activity

When it comes to the demograhics of property buyers, the data presented below shows that the youth 

are some of the highest property buyers. This then introduces further factors in the market, where 

consumer dynamics are changing, and hence property developers have to align with the changing 

expectations. Millenials for example appear to prefer smaller apartments in complexes, as opposed to 

the older generations that prefered big stand-alone houses. This needs to be taken into close 

consideration by development agencies like the BCMDA, with big players like Balwin Properties 

capitalising and profiting from this market based on such consumer trends. 

Figure 7: Property buying and selling trends relative to age in South Africa.
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 Office Space

The covid-19 pandemic has largely affected the office dynamics for companies. With the enforced 

lockdown, most employees have had to work from home. As at Q4 of 2020, the overall office vacancy 

rate sat at 13.3%, which has been the highest since 2004, as the fallout from the Covid-19 pandemic 

continues to filter through the economy. This has accelerated the establishment of the relevant systems 

and resources for employees to work remotely for most companies. Most companies have grown 

comfortable with the new model and may keep it for the short to medium term. This will lead to large 

vacancies within the office space., with an oversupply of office space. Most companies are going for 

flexible or blended models of working (work from home, using co-working spaces, using public 

spaces). The hardest hit offices include upper end offices (A-Grade and B-Grade categories). This 

introduces new unique opportunities, where property developers must strategize around these new 

dynamics to cater for new office needs. 

 Retail: Convenience Centers and Malls

The retail real estate environment has also been hard hit by the pandemic, where the lockdown period 

drastically decreased the foot density in retail centers. During the peak lock-down period, most 

customers were resorting to convenience store as opposed to large regional malls. The trading density 

has been increasing since April, showing good recovery prospects. While trade is recovering, there are 

still fewer people going to malls due to social distancing cautions – with spending largely from people 

who have not lost their jobs. This trend may persist going forward as people remain cautious of 

infection rates. Support needs to be provided to big regional malls to ensure that they do not lose 

their functionality.

Figure 8: Monthly Trading Density Growth (Y/Y) Growth Since Feb 2020

 Hospitality - Hotels

The hospitality market has also been one of the hardest hits as hotels were forced to shut down for a 

prolonged period. The recovery of the market will be met by other market dynamics which include 

competition from players like Airbnb. Consumers are getting used to smaller, convenient hospitality 

spaces. The market overall is going to recover, but it must adapt to the new normal and factor in 

competitive dynamics. 

 Industrial

The industrial real estate has been resilient through the lockdown period. This has largely been 

facilitated by the shift to warehousing and distribution due to e-commerce.
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4.2 BCMDA Internal Performance Review
The BCMDA is an agency of the Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality, seeking to create a vibrant, integrated, 

and inclusive Metro. The core ideology of the BCMDA is captured in its Vision, Mission and Core Values, as 

detailed below.

4.2.1 Vision 

 An innovative agency that catalyses investment opportunities for a vibrant, integrated, and inclusive city.

4.2.2 Mission

To build a vibrant, integrated, and inclusive city through promoting investment in property, tourism, and socio-

economic development for the benefit of citizens.

4.2.3 Values

Figure 9: BCMDA values

As a start, a glance overview of the BCMDA environment is captured through a SWOT framework, which looks 

at some of the strengths and opportunities the agency can build upon, to compensate for its weaknesses and 

counter its threats. The strengths and weaknesses are internally focused elements (within the agency’s control), 

while the opportunities and threats are usually externally focused (outside the agency’s control). The SWOT, 

presented below, broadly highlighted the internal culture and resilience of the agency as some of its strengths, 

while highlighting limited capacity to deliver on core elements of the mandate as some of its weaknesses. 

Table 1: BCMDA SWOT Analysis
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The PESTLE analysis outlines the dynamics of the broader environment within which the BCMDA operates. Its highlight 

considerations that may either pose threats or opportunities for the agency within the planned strategic term. Of 

importance to note, being under a municipal jurisdiction, the agency faces a political threat, especially with local 

government elections coming up. 

Table 2: BCMDA PESTEL Analysis

4.2.4 The BCMDA value-chain

The BCMDA’s mandate articulates the role of property development and management in generating value for 

the city. The agency is mandated with attracting investments into the Metro to fuel growth in Tourism, 

Economic and Social Development. As part of the strategic review process, the BCMDA value chain was 

revisited as discussed in detail in later sections. The value chain of the agency is thus set up towards realizing 

that mandate, as per the figure below. 

Figure 10: BCMDA Value-chain

4.2.5 Organisational Performance Review

The BCMDA currently generates most of its funds from government transfers. Over the long term, government 

entities may see less fiscal support as the government consolidates expenditure. 
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Figure 11: The BCMDA Financial Performance

4.2.6 Performance challenges and strategic considerations

Some of the key performance struggles for the agency are highlighted below, as per the half-yearly 

performance report for the 2019/2020 FY. 

 Low return on investments – the agency recorded 5% return on investments for Q1 and Q2 of the 

2019/20 FY, as opposed to a 15% target for the FY. The challenges around these are linked to the lack 

of an investment committee to administer decisions on investments. 

 Financial Sustainability Strategy Implementation – the financial sustainability strategy has been 

approved. The strategy, however, has not yet been implemented as Q1 and Q2 of the previous FY were 

focused on preparation and finalization of the AFS. 

 Implementation of the Tourism Infrastructure Masterplan – the TIM phase 1 was planned full 

implementation in the previous financial year. Implementation was slow due to a need to improve on 

the deliverables and the project implementation plan. 

 Commencement of project implementation (Water World and Court Crescent) – most of the 

targets for the implementation were not achieved due to several reasons, which include service 

provider appointment delays, lack of funds. Other projects were largely able to achieve their set targets. 

 Investor Support Programme – the programme has also struggled to achieve its targets, largely due 

to lack of funds. The corrective measures around these are geared towards looking for alternative 

funding sources. 

4.3 Key Programmatic Considerations for the Strategic Term

4.3.1 Building a Research-Driven BCMDA

This is based on the premise that investors want to have sufficient knowledge about an area before committing 

their investment. The lack of key data or unvalidated and inaccurate data is more often an inhibitor for 

investments. The BCMDA can play a role in developing key research data which can be made available for 

investors. Activities around this would include:

 Regional and local economic analysis,

 Supply and demand analysis,

 Space economy dynamics,

 Neighborhood analysis,
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 Surveying of developers, intermediaries, and users of property classes,

 Global and national sectoral trends, and

 Opportunities for investment and growth

4.3.2 Deepening the BCMDA’s role in Project Implementation

The BCMDA is currently largely involved in the initial phases of the value chain. There are thus good 

opportunities for it to expand its scope in the value chain, building from its broad mandate. This can be done 

through:

 Supporting the “land-to-stand” phase,

 Enabling the construction phase, and

 Oversight of own projects to manage scope, quality, cashflow, schedule and overall performance – 

quality of reporting.

4.3.3 Preparing the BCMDA for Property Management Role

The BCMDA is currently lacking in key capabilities and expertise, like property management and facilities 

management. This is inhibiting it from effectively managing its, or the BCMM’s stock. There is need to address 

the immediate challenges around this and setting aside the relevant budget for property management.

4.3.4 Tourism Focus and Development

The BCMDA needs to enable the development of the Tourism industry within BCMM, this can be done through 

the following:

 Identification of land parcels for route development,

 Packaging and promotion of routes and amenities,

 Build a panel of event partners for fully funded events,

 A business case for a Tourism SEZ with tangible incentives,

 Develop some of the events into global and local signature events,

 A business case for a Local tourism fund (especially post-Covid19),

 A business case for a Buffalo City Film Hub, and

 Develop application(s) for local tourism.

The BCM can leverage off its history and cultural heritage to grow the Tourism sector into a nationally and 

internationally competitive tourist attraction. To be realized, this needs to be targeted at developing specific 

tourism products, with focus placed on growing the value chains supporting those tourism products, especially 

around historically excluded or marginalized parts of the Metro.

4.3.5 Investment Promotion

Investments are a key driver towards the BCMDA’s developmental mandate. The scope of the projects that 

need to be done cannot be carried by the Municipality alone. Improvements around the investment promotion 

portfolio need to be affected, focusing on:

 Executive education program on Investment Promotion (partnership with the United Nations Industrial 

Development Organization (UNIDO)),

 Investor needs analysis,

 Promotion of BCMM as an investment destination,

 Conceptualizing an online investment center,

 Acquisition and refurbishment of industrial real estate (reduce dependency on the Eastern Cape 

Development Corporation (ECDC)), and

 Appoint a commercial partner for the “InvestBC” Conference.
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4.3.6 Marketing

The visibility of the City, and in extension the agency is largely reliant upon how it effectively communicates its 

offerings. This is very key from a Tourism development and investment promotion perspective. Focus around 

this needs to go towards:

 Developing a position paper on “BCMM: the global city brand”,

 Convening a seminar on marketing and branding of BCMM,

 Developing a Marketing and Branding strategy for BCMM,

 Consolidating, modernizing, and expanding BCMDA’s marketing channels,

 Running a local company’s history as part of a “Local Economy History project” – economic heritage,

 Promoting multi-year multi-stakeholder campaigns, and

 Measuring the impact of marketing and branding programs

4.4 Summary of Key Themes
The key themes that came out of the external and internal environment analysis are discussed below:

a. Revenue Pressure – the agency is and will continue to face revenue pressure due to a constrained 

economy following the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak. This presents the need to look at new revenue 

generation models to supplement government transfers. The key question to be asked is how the 

BCMDA will reinvent itself to exploit new revenue generation opportunities. 

b. Property Market Changes – The way people use different properties within the real estate sector has 

fundamentally changed. Agencies and developers thus must align and adapt to such changes while 

ensuring that future will generate the necessary return on investments. This poses the question of 

whether the agency would want to expand at the types of properties they invest in or would want to 

focus on a target few. Changing dynamics and increasing competition has raised the need to lock in 

customers early in the property development to ensure occupancy upon completion. 

c. Job Market – the shrinking job market and increase in unemployment will drive investment spend 

and economic outlook. 

d. Customer Expectations – customer expectations are constantly changing, with an overall decline in 

brand loyalty. This poses a threat to sectoral segments in the hospitality space, like hotels. Customers 

are looking for tailored experiences, and hence are willing to switch if those expectations are not met. 

Facilities developed thus must account for tailored customer expectations to ensure viability.  

e. Stakeholder / Partnerships Management - Stakeholders are essential to the functioning of the 

agency. The relationship and communication between the agency and its stakeholders need to be 

more clearly defined, which would allow the agency to draw maximum value from the interactions. 
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PART C – MEASURING OUR PERFORMANCE

5. INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE INFORMATION (5-

YEAR STRATEGY)

5.1 Strategy Framework
The BCMDA strategy formulation follows the revised FSAPP framework as shown in the figure below. The 

framework outlines key concepts that should guide institutions when developing Strategic Plans and Annual 

Performance Plans, assisting institutions with the achievement of outcomes-oriented planning, and reporting 

results in a simpler and clear manner. Through this, the strategic planning process seeks to drive programmes 

that make a difference, realized through the overall impact statement. 

Figure 12: Overall strategic framework

The framework further specifies a set of outcomes and outputs, linked to the overall impact statement. The 

outcomes are managed over the 5-year period, measured through specific overall indicators, where five-year 

targets are set based on the baseline during the strategic planning process. The 5-Year strategy is thus limited 

to the outcome level as shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 13: Focus of the 5-year strategy.

5.2 Measuring the Impact
The BCMDA strategy is built from one impact statement. This sets the ambition for the overall impact the 

agency wants to achieve at the end of the upcoming 5-year strategic period. The impact statement is a clear 

long-term objective that an institution seeks to realize through the achievement of its outcomes. The statement 

thus guides the development of the required outcomes that will be monitored and evaluated. The impact 

statement is characterized by the following:

 It clarifies what the institution holds itself accountable to in terms of service delivery,

 Is aligned to the vision and mission of the organisation, and

 Must be aligned to the BCMDA’s legislative and policy mandate.

The BCMDA impact statement for the 5-year strategic period is shown in the table below. 

Table 3: BCMDA Impact statement

NO, STATEMENT

1. Creating a uniquely homecoming African-global city that drives inclusive opportunities and 

prospects that improve the quality of life for its citizens

5.3 Measuring Outcomes 
The strategic outcomes indicate the likely or achieved short-term and medium-term effects of an intervention’s 

output. These are strategically important outcomes (orientated goals and objectives) against which public 

institutions’ medium-term results can be measured and evaluated by Parliament, provincial legislatures and 

the public. The outcomes-oriented approach is designed to ensure that government is focused on achieving 

the expected real improvements in the lives of South Africans. The BCMDA has come up with five strategic 

outcomes for the upcoming five-year strategic term, linked to its mandate, which are: (1) dynamic tourist 

attraction, (2) attractive home for global investments, (3) a robust property market, (4) delivered socio-

economic development programmes, and (5) a well-governed and viable agency. 

As per the illustration below:
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Figure 14: BCMDA 5-year strategic outcomes summary

Each outcome has a set of indicators with which the agency will be measured on over the strategic term, based 

on the set 5-year targets. 

Table 4: BCMDA strategic outcomes

IMPACT 

NO.

OUTCOME OUTCOME 

INDICATOR

BASELINE FIVE YEAR 

TARGET

Number of Tourists 

Coming into 

(visiting) the Metro

Tourism Growth 

Strategy 

Developed / APP 

2019-20

Number of 

research reports 

and quality data 

collected.

1.1 Dynamic tourist attraction

Amount of revenue 

[ZAR] generated 

from the Tourism 

Industry for the 

Metro 

Tourism Growth 

Strategy 

Developed / APP 

2019-20

Number of 

research reports 

and quality data 

collected.

Number of 

investments made 

into the BCMDA 

projects

2020/21 

Investments 

secured

5 investments 

secured into the 

city.

1.2 Attractive home for 

global investments

Size of Investments 

[ZAR] made into 

the BCMDA 

projects

2020/21 

investments 

secured

R7.5 billion 

secured in 

investments
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IMPACT 

NO.

OUTCOME OUTCOME 

INDICATOR

BASELINE FIVE YEAR 

TARGET

1.3 A robust property market Number of 

property 

opportunities 

initiated

Development 

Proposals and 

Lease Agreements

Completion of 10 

infrastructure 

projects and 

finalize 8 property 

development 

agreements

Number of socio-

economic 

development 

projects initiated 

and completed

2020/21 socio-

economic projects

5 high impact 

socio-economic 

projects in the 

waste industry, 

corporate social 

investment, and 

safety and security

1.4 Delivered Socio-Economic 

development programs

Number of socio-

economic 

development 

projects completed 

and impact on 

identified groups

2020/21 socio-

economic projects

5 high impact 

socio-economic 

projects.

1.5 A well-governed and 

viable agency

Achievement level 

on administrative 

requirements

100% compliant 100% compliance 

with all legislation 

and statutory 

requirements

5.4 Strategy Enablers
The new BCMDA strategy, reflected through its impact statement and outcomes will be realized through 

several enablers, which are listed below. These will need to be taken into careful consideration to ensure the 

effectiveness of the strategy going forward. 

5.4.1 Organizational Alignment

The BCMDA’s strategy must be enabled by an appropriate operating environment. The developed strategy, 

and the strategic process, must be broadly integrated into the BCMDA’s operational environment, to ensure 

organizational alignment. The new strategy comes with defined outcomes around socio-economic 

development, which were not clearly articulated in the previous strategy. Such new outcomes will require 

defined organizational ownership to ensure implementation. Such ownership will be reflected in how the 

organization structures itself in the upcoming strategic term. While fulfilling its legislative mandate, the BCMDA 

strategy needs to be in alignment with municipal and national priorities. Relations with the metro need to be 

defined and refined, especially with new functions being adopted by the strategy recommending that the 

BCMDA manages some of the city properties. For successful implementation, there needs to be defined 

processes that speak to how the agency acquires some of the city properties and how revenues are managed. 
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5.4.2 Value Chain Revision

The current BCMDA value-chain is split into a set of core programmes and supporting functions, without 

showing much links between the different functions, giving the notion of a siloed approach. The value-chain 

largely draws from its legislative mandate, with key functions such as: Tourism, Property Management and 

Commercialization, and Market Research clearly outlined in separate clusters. The consensus for now is that 

the value-chain may not be adequately reflecting the organization’s key functions, and hence may impact the 

way that the organization is structured and functions. This may present limitations in how the BCMDA takes 

the strategy forward, with an extended impact on its effectiveness. 

The updated BCMDA strategic intent and supporting outcomes suggested a revisit of the value chain. To 

effectively draw value from the developed strategy, the organization’s value chain needs to be revisited to 

reflect the strategic direction. This will ensure that the strategy is well supported. The strategy has five (5) 

outcomes, which are in sync with the organization’s legislative mandate and collectively reflect its purpose. The 

five (5) outcomes were:

 Dynamic Tourist attraction,

 Attractive home for global investments,

 A robust property market – through supporting the acquisition of land, construction, management,

 Delivered Socio-Economic development programs, and

 A well-governed and viable agency

The value chain broadly identifies the core areas that the BCMDA will focus on for the upcoming strategic term, 

with cross cutting functions and supporting functions. The Tourism component of the value chain speaks to 

how the agency will intervene on tourism products development to ensure that the Metro improves its tourist 

attraction capability. This ranges from ensuring that the relevant tourism products are developed, and facilities 

are appropriately marketed, telling the story of the City. The investment planning component speaks to the 

set-up of investment deals and how research will be used to enable investment deals. The organization will 

also seek to ensure that it puts focus on its sustainability through building a reinvestment capability and putting 

focus on asset management. The property component has three broad functions, namely: (1) the property 

development cycle, project facilitation and property management. This function seeks to expand the agency’s 

role and scope in as far as property is concerned. The core functions of the BCMDA seek to foresee socio-

economic development, which is cross-cutting, but also made to stand out to elevate its importance. The 

outlined core functions will be supported by four internally focused support functions, namely (Research & 

Knowledge Management, (2) Partnerships Management, Communications & Marketing, (3) Corporate Services 

(HR and Finance) and (4) Governance, Audit, Risk & Compliance. 
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Figure 15: the BCMDA proposed value-chain

5.5 Explanation of Planned Performance over the Five-Year Planning 

Period
 In developing its strategy, the BCMDA must align with key national priorities and the BCMM focus areas. Its 

strategy thus seeks to add value and contribute towards specific areas of these priorities. The table below 

details the alignment of the strategic outcomes to the NDP, BCMDA mandate, value chain and BCM 

Municipality priorities.

Table 5: BCMDA outcomes narratives

OUTCOME LINK TO MGDS 

GOALS

LINK TO VALUE 

CHAIN / MANDATE

LINK TO PDP LINK TO NDP

1. Dynamic 

tourist 

attraction

Strategic Pillar 2: A 

globally connected 

city. 

Tourism 

Development - 

Act as a tourism 

agency and 

promote tourism 

within Buffalo City

Goal 1: A 

growing, 

inclusive and 

equitable 

economy. 

Chapter 7: 

Positioning South 

Africa in the World

2. Attractive 

home for 

global 

investments

Strategic Pillar 1: 

An inclusive and 

sustainable 

economic growth

Investment 

Promotion – 

Promotion and 

facilitation of 

investment in the 

City

Goal 1: A 

growing, 

inclusive and 

equitable 

economy.

Chapter 7: 

Positioning South 

Africa in the World
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OUTCOME LINK TO MGDS 

GOALS

LINK TO VALUE 

CHAIN / MANDATE

LINK TO PDP LINK TO NDP

3. A robust 

property 

market

Strategic Pillar 1: 

An inclusive and 

sustainable 

economic growth

Property 

Development – 

Regeneration of 

the city through 

the effective 

acquisition and 

management of 

land and buildings  

Goal 1: A 

growing, 

inclusive and 

equitable 

economy.

Chapter 3: 

Economy and 

Employment

Chapter 4: 

Economic 

Infrastructure

4. Delivered 

Socio-

Economic 

development 

programs

Strategic Pillar 1: 

An inclusive and 

sustainable 

economic growth

Strategic Pillar 4: 

A spatially 

transformed city: 

progressively 

overcome apartheid 

spatial divisions and 

fragmentation with 

township 

economies 

becoming more 

productive.

Goal 4: 

Vibrant and 

equitably 

enabled 

communities

Chapter 3: 

Economy and 

Employment

5. A well-

governed and 

viable agency

Strategic Pillar 5: A 

well governed City

Goal 5: 

Capable, 

conscientious, 

and 

accountable 

institutions 

Chapter 13: 

Building a capable 

state.

Chapter 14: 

Promoting 

accountability and 

fighting corruption
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6. KEY RISKS

In achieving its intended outcomes, the BCMDA will need to identify and closely manage some strategic risks 

over the upcoming strategic term. Some of the high-level strategic risks the organization will have to manage 

are outlined in the table below:

Table 6: key strategic risks

OUTCOME KEY RISKS MITIGATION

1. Dynamic tourist 

attraction

Inability to implement 

the Tourism 

Infrastructure Master 

Plan (TIM).

Implementation of TIM Phase 0123 (Development of 

implementation).

Mobilize additional resource from external alternative 

funding sources:

 Lotto, Department of Tourism, etc., and

 Develop funding proposals for projects

Inability to capacitate 

local SMME's.

Formulate database of funders.

Formulate database for SMME's.

Assist SMMEs with access to funding, skills.

Development of SMME.

Development of Strategy.

2. Attractive home 

for global 

investments

Failure to create an 

enabling environment to 

foster economic 

development and attract 

new investment to the 

City.

Develop and implement an Investor Support Program 

(ISP). 

Develop investment project profile of existing 

opportunities.

Establishment of partnerships with BCMM / Province 

to participate in one - stop shop initiatives for 

investment promotion.

Develop Agency marketing program to promote 

tourism and investment opportunities.

City International trade & investment(T&I) 

agreements reviewed and assessed.

3. A robust property 

market

Delays in project 

implementation.

Continuous engagements with the City and potential 

funders.

Establish a fast-tracking mechanism for BCMDA 

approvals.

Land Availability Agreement to be signed by the City.

4. Delivered Socio-

Economic 

Lack of stakeholder buy-

in. 

Involvement of key stakeholders through the planning 

and implementation processes. 
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OUTCOME KEY RISKS MITIGATION

development 

programs

Lack of financial 

sustainability/ Instability

Financial sustainability strategy will be approved on 

the next Council Meeting.

Collection of Project Management Fees to enhance 

own revenue as stipulated in the Board -approved 

financial sustainability strategy.                                               

Board approved opening of an investment account, 

which will drive interest income revenue stream.

Inability to deliver on the 

mandate.

Appointment of the remuneration specialist service 

provider.

Appointment of service provider to facilitate wellness 

program.

Draft workplace organogram in place and submitted 

to the board for approval.

Inability to recover 

critical business 

processes/operation.

Testing Disaster Recovery Plan.

Updating or upgrading of Disaster Recovery Plan.

Develop and implement smart city strategy.

Continuous Awareness Sessions.

5. A well-governed 

and viable agency

Cyber security attacks. Continuously   restoration of testing of data integrity.

Cyber security awareness training.

Conduct a cyber security risk assessment (sharing of 

lesson learned, emerging risk and plans).

Implementation of laptop backup solutions.

Implementation of encryptions solution (Data 

Security).

Appointment of additional human resources within 

ICT.
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PART D: TECHNICAL INDICATOR DESCRIPTIONS (TID)

Each of the identified outcome indicators is accompanied by a relevant Technical Indicator Description, which 

gives more context on how the indicator will be measured and monitors. The TIDs for the different outcome 

indicators are outlined below. 

Impact Statement: Creating a uniquely homecoming African-global city that drives inclusive opportunities 

and prospects that improve the quality of life for its citizens.

Outcome 1: Dynamic tourist attraction
Outcome Indicator 1.1 : Number of Tourists Coming into (visiting) the Metro.

Indicator Title  Number of Tourists Coming into the Metro

Definition

 The headcount of Tourists coming into the Metro. This 

will be aimed at increasing the number of tourists coming 

into the Metro through the roll-out of different 

programmes.

 A Tourist is a person who is visiting a place for pleasure 

and interest, especially when they are on holiday.

Source of Data

 Internal database

 BCMM Tourism statistics

 National Department of Tourism Database

 Stats SA

Method of Calculation/ Assessment
 Sum total of Tourists coming into the BCM Municipality 

(return and new tourists). 

Assumptions  N/A

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries 

(where applicable)
 N/A

Spatial Transformation (where 

applicable)

 Support will be provided to the rural tourism industry to 

enable its development

Calculation Type  Cumulative

Reporting Cycle  Annual

Desired Performance  Target to be achieved

Indicator Responsibility  Thembinkosi Sindane

Outcome Indicator 1.2: Number of Tourists Coming into (visiting) the Metro.

Indicator Title
 Amount of revenue [ZAR] generated from the Tourism 

Industry for the Metro
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Definition

 Revenue will be generated through tourists spending on 

the local economy or local businesses. The overall 

Tourism contribution to the Metro GDP will be the key 

measure.

Source of Data

 Internal database

 BCMM Tourism statistics

 National Department of Tourism Database

 Stats SA

Method of Calculation/ Assessment
 Total amount of money spent by Tourists within the BCM 

Municipality (return and new tourists). 

Assumptions  N/A

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries 

(where applicable)
 N/A

Spatial Transformation (where 

applicable)

 Support will be provided to the rural tourism industry to 

enable its development

Calculation Type  Cumulative

Reporting Cycle  Annual

Desired Performance  Target to be achieved

Indicator Responsibility  Thembinkosi Sindane

Outcome 2: Attractive home for global investments
Outcome Indicator 2.1 : Number of investments made into the BCMDA projects.

Indicator Title  Number of investments made into the BCMDA projects

Definition

 The total number of substantial investments made by 

external investors (private) towards the BCMM projects 

and programmes.

 Sustainable  and profitable investment portfolio for 

BCMDA [making a profitable investment portfolio for the 

agency]

Source of Data  Internal database

Method of Calculation/ Assessment  Sum total of investments made 

Assumptions  N/A

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries 

(where applicable)
 N/A

Spatial Transformation (where 

applicable)
 Development of Rural Economies
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Calculation Type  Cumulative

Reporting Cycle  Annual

Desired Performance  Target to be achieved

Indicator Responsibility  Oyama Makalima

Outcome Indicator 2.2: Size of Investments [ZAR] made into the BCMDA projects.

Indicator Title  Size of Investments [ZAR] made into the BCMDA projects

Definition

 The total amount [ZAR] received from investments 

towards the BCMM projects.

 Sustainable  and profitable investment portfolio for 

BCMDA [making a profitable investment portfolio for the 

agency]

Source of Data  Internal database

Method of Calculation/ Assessment  Sum total of investment sizes [ZAR] 

Assumptions  N/A

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries 

(where applicable)
 N/A

Spatial Transformation (where 

applicable)
 Development of Rural Economies

Calculation Type  Cumulative

Reporting Cycle  Annual

Desired Performance  Target to be achieved

Indicator Responsibility  Oyama Makalima

Outcome 3: A robust Property Market
Outcome Indicator 3.1: Number of property opportunities initiated.

Indicator Title
 Number of spaces revitalized [rural and urban] – 

completion of 10 infrastructure related projects

Definition
 Revitalization – upgrading, refurbishment and 

revitalisation of vacant spaces and buildings

Source of Data
 Internal database – IDP, BCMM MGDS, BCMM BEPP, 

BCMDA Strategic Plan

Method of Calculation/ Assessment
 Sum total of spaces revitalized, and number of 

property opportunities initiated
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Assumptions  Availability of funding and properties

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries 

(where applicable)

 70% of work opportunities to local labour

 30% of total work as packages to SMME’s

Spatial Transformation (where 

applicable)

 Support will be provided to both urban and rural 

tourism industry to enable its development. 

Development of such areas will increase BCM 

revenue and assist in socio-economic transformation.

Calculation Type  Cumulative

Reporting Cycle  Annual and Quarterly

Desired Performance  Target to be achieved

Indicator Responsibility  Eldrid Uithaler / Athi Ntshokoma

Outcome 4: Delivered Socio-Economic development programs.
Outcome Indicator 4.1: Number of socio-economic development projects initiated.

Indicator Title
 5 socio-economic development projects initiated and 

completed and respond to the Agency mandate

Definition

 Socio-economic development projects aim to increase 

the level of economic engagement and employment in 

both rural and urban communities through interventions 

such as waste management, support to NPO’s and 

partnership with various organisations in the primary and 

service industries

Source of Data
 Internal database CSI Policy, IDP, Strategic Plan, NDP, 

Provincial Growth Strategy

Method of Calculation/ Assessment  Number of projects initiated and completed

Assumptions  Funding available for implementation

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries 

(where applicable)

  Women, youth, vulnerable groups and NPO’s in both 

rural and urban settings

Spatial Transformation (where 

applicable)

 Where opportunities for land-based and open space 

development 

Calculation Type  Non-Cumulative

Reporting Cycle  Annual and Quarterly

Desired Performance  Target to be achieved

Indicator Responsibility   Athi Ntshokoma / Asanda Mayeza
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Outcome Indicator 4.2: Number of socio-economic development projects completed and impact on 

identified groups.

Indicator Title
 Number of socio-economic development projects 

completed and impact on identified groups

Definition

 Socio-economic development projects – these are 

projects planned and implemented for the betterment of 

livelihoods for designated groups. These may be linked 

to spatial improvements, provision of jobs, etc. 

Source of Data  Internal database

Method of Calculation/ Assessment  Sum total

Assumptions  N/A

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries 

(where applicable)
 Designated groups

Spatial Transformation (where 

applicable)
 Rural and township improvements

Calculation Type  Cumulative

Reporting Cycle  Annual

Desired Performance  Target to be achieved

Indicator Responsibility  Eldrid Uithaler

Outcome 5: A well-governed and viable agency
Outcome Indicator 5.1: Achievement level on administrative requirements.

Indicator Title  Achievement level on administrative requirements

Definition
 The level of achievement towards internal support and 

administrative imperatives or requirements

Source of Data  Internal database

Method of Calculation/ Assessment  Percentage completion of administrative tasks.  

Assumptions  NA

Disaggregation of Beneficiaries 

(where applicable)
 N/A

Spatial Transformation (where 

applicable)
 N/A

Calculation Type  Non-Cumulative
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Reporting Cycle  Annual

Desired Performance  Target to be achieved

Indicator Responsibility  CEO: Bulumko Nelana
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6. CLOSING REMARKS

The BCMDA strategic plan sets the direction for the organization in the next five years. Coming into the year 

2021, the broader local environment has faced severe constraints which include: (1) revenue pressure, (2) 

changes in the property market, (3) shrinking job market, and (4) changing customer expectations – which 

significant implications for the Buffalo City, and more so the BCMDA having to carry a developmental mandate. 

The local challenges have been underpinned by a broader South African environment also facing multiple 

challenges, like economic decline. The Covid-19 pandemic has been quite central to such constraints, having 

amplified the host of issues the South African faced. The pandemic further had implications on the utilization 

of property sectors, with imposed lockdown regulations limiting the use of particular properties like offices 

and hotels. This has introduced trends that will possibly outlive the Covid-19 pandemic, with most businesses 

adopting work from home strategies. The BCMDA has to stere itself in a direction that ensure that it still 

maintains its relevance in the market and continues to stay true to its mandate. Being largely dependent on 

Government for funding, the foreseeable decline in government grants in the next few years calls for the agency 

to explore revenue generating initiatives, in order to ensure financial sustainability. The 2021 – 2026 strategic 

plan thus aims in steering the agency in the right direction, regardless of the host of surrounding constraints 

and challenges. 
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